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Superconducting circuits with Josephson junctions
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Superconducting circuits with non linear systems
Trapped ions 
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Cavity QED with Rydberg atoms  
[ENS Paris]

Electromechanical resonators 
[Boulder]

Quantum systems under control

Rydberg atoms
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NV centers
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Organic quantum dots

structure and subsequently patterning the qubit. The fabrication pro-
cess involved 13 layers of lithography, including metal and dielectric
deposition and etching steps (Supplementary Information). In the last
step, the device was exposed to xenon difluoride gas to release the
mechanical resonator. A photomicrograph of a completed device is
shown in Fig. 2.

Our quantum electrical circuit is a Josephson phase qubit23,24,30

comprising a Josephson junction shunted in parallel by a capacitor
and an inductor. The qubit can be approximated as a two-level
quantum system with a ground state, jgæ, and an excited state, jeæ,
separated in energy from jgæ by DE, whose transition frequency,
fq5DE/h, can be set between 5 and 10GHz. The qubit frequency is
precisely controlled by a current bias, which is applied using an
externalmagnetic flux coupled through the parallel inductor. The state
of the qubit ismeasured using a single-shot procedure23; accumulating
,1,000 such measurements allows us to determine the excited-state
occupation probability, Pe (Supplementary Information). We have
previously used the phase qubit to perform one- and two-qubit gate
operations24, to measure and quantum-control photons in an electro-
magnetic resonator27,28 and to demonstrate the violation of a Bell
inequality31. Here the qubit and the mechanical resonator are coupled
through an interdigitated capacitor of capacitance Cc< 0.5 pF, to
maximize the coupling strength between thequbit and resonatorwhile
not overloading the qubit. The coupled system can be modelled using
the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian32, allowing us to estimate the
coupling energy, g, between the mechanical resonator and the qubit.
This energy involves the coupling capacitance as well as the electrical
andmechanical properties of themechanical resonator, as described in
ref. 5; the corresponding coupling frequency is designed to beV5 2g/
h< 110MHz. The equivalent electrical circuit for the combined res-
onator and qubit is shown in Fig. 2b.

Quantum ground state

The completed device was mounted on the mixing chamber of a
dilution refrigerator and cooled to T< 25mK. At this temperature,
both the qubit and the resonator should occupy their quantum

ground states. To study the cooled device, we performed microwave
qubit spectroscopy23 to reveal the resonant frequencies of the com-
bined system, using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2c. We mea-
sured the excited-state probability, Pe, as a function of the qubit
frequency and the microwave excitation frequency, as shown in
Fig. 2d. The qubit frequency tunes as expected23,30 and displays the
characteristic level avoidance of a coupled system as its frequency
crosses the fixed mechanical resonator frequency, fr. Similar observa-
tions have been made using optomechanical systems33.

We note that themechanical resonator produces two features in the
classical transmission measurement shown in Fig. 1d, generating a
maximum (at fr) and a minimum (at fs) in the response. When
coupled andmeasuredusing the qubit as in Fig. 2, the lower-frequency
resonance, at fs, does not produce a response, as this resonance does
not correspond to a sustainable excitation of the complete circuit.
However, the higher-frequency feature, at fr, does sustain such excita-
tions and thus appears in the spectroscopic measurement.

To determine the coupling strength between the qubit and the
mechanical resonator, we fitted the detailed behaviour near the level
avoidance, as shown in Fig. 2e. The fitted qubit–resonator coupling
strength, V< 124MHz, corresponds to an energy transfer (Rabi-
swap) time of about 4.0 ns, and is in reasonable agreement with
our design value.

We then performed a second spectroscopy measurement, similar
to the qubit spectroscopy but coupling the microwaves to the mech-
anical resonator through the capacitor of capacitance Cx shown in
Fig. 2b, rather than to the qubit. In thismeasurement, shown in Fig. 3,
the mechanical resonator acts as a narrow band-pass filter, so signifi-
cant qubit excitation (large Pe) should only occur near the mech-
anical resonance frequency, fr, as observed. In general, the spectrum
looks very similar to that measured while exciting the qubit, provid-
ing strong support that the fixed resonance is indeed due to the
mechanical resonator.

For higher-power microwave excitations, a new feature emerges in
the resonator spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 3b. The qubit, although
approximated as a two-level system, actually has a double-well
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Figure 1 | Dilatational resonator. a, Scanning electron micrograph of a
suspended film bulk acoustic resonator. Details on the fabrication of the
resonator appear in Supplementary Information. The mechanical structure
was released from the substrate by exposing the device to xenon difluoride,
which isotropically etches any exposed silicon; the suspended structure
comprises, from bottom to top, 150 nm SiO2, 130 nm Al, 330 nm AlN and
130 nm Al. The dashed box indicates the mechanically active part of
structure. b, Fundamental dilatational resonant mode for the mechanically
active part of the resonator. The thickness of the structure changes through
the oscillation cycle. c, Equivalent lumped-element circuit representation of
the mechanical resonator, based on a modified van Dyke–Butterworth
model26,38. This circuit includes a series-connected equivalent mechanical
inductance Lm and capacitance Cm and a parallel geometric capacitance C0,
with mechanical dissipation modelled as Rm and dielectric loss as R0.
d, Measured classical transmission, |S21 | (blue), and fit (red) of a typical
mechanical resonance. The transmission has two features: one, at the

frequency fs< 1/2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LmCm

p
< 6.07GHz, due to the series resonance of the

equivalent mechanical components Lm and Cm, and one, at the slightly
higher frequency fr< 1/2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LmCs

p
< 6.10GHz, due to Lm and the equivalent

capacitance, Cs, of the capacitors Cm and C0 in series. These expressions are
approximate, as they do not take into account the effect of the dissipative
elements and external circuit loading. Inset, equivalent circuit for the
resonator (Z, as shown in c) embedded in the measurement circuit,
including two on-chip external coupling capacitors with Cx5 37 fF and an
inductive element with Ls< 1 nH that accounts for stray on-chip wiring
inductance. Measurement is done using a calibrated network analyser that
measures the transmission from port 1 to port 2. We calculate C05 0.19 pF
scaling from the geometry, and from the fit we obtain Cm5 0.655 fF,
Lm5 1.043mH, Rm5 146V and R05 8V. These values are compatible with
the geometry and measured properties of AlN29. We calculate a mechanical
quality factor of Q< 260 and a piezoelectric coupling coefficient of
k2eff < 1.2% (ref. 38).
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FIG. 1. Schematic description of the experiment. a, Colorized optical micrograph of the microwave resonator formed by a spiral
inductor shunted by a parallel-plate capacitor. b, Colorized scanning electron micrograph shows the upper plate of the capacitor is
suspended �50 nm above the lower plate and is free to vibrate like a taught, circular drum. The metallization is sputtered aluminum
(blue) patterned on a sapphire substrate (black). c, This circuit is measured by applying microwave signals near the electrical resonance
frequency through resistive coaxial lines. The outgoing signals, in which the mechanical motion is encoded as modulation sidebands of
the applied microwave tone, is coupled to a low noise, cryogenic amplifier via a superconducting coaxial cable. Cryogenic attenuators
on the input line and isolators on the output line ensure that thermal noise is reduced below the vacuum noise at microwave frequencies.
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Non-linear superconducting circuits
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First Rabi oscillations in 1999 [NEC group]
Quantronium in 2002 [Saclay group]

Charge qubit, phase qubit [Grenoble & others], flux qubit, 
transmon [Yale, ETH & others], fluxonium, Xmon... 
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Three wave mixing at micro-wave frequencies

Central inductor enables to operate the 
device on a larger flux range
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frequency tunability

[Roch, Flurin et al., PRL (2012)]

[Bergeal et al., Nature (2010)]
[Bergeal et al., Nature Physics (2010)]
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Parametric down-conversion mode
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Josephson mixer as an amplifier
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Josephson mixer as an amplifier

Lumped version

Gain = 20dB
Bandwidth = 10 MHz
Tunability > 400 MHz

[Roch et al., PRL (2012)]

System efficiency > 80%
[Campagne et al., PRX (2013)]

Gain = 20 dB
Bandwidth > 50 MHz

P1dB = -104 dBm
Tunability = 1 GHz

[Pillet et al., in prep. (2014)]
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EPR state generation
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Generation and measurement of entangled beams
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squeezinganti-squeezing
[E. Flurin et al., PRL (2012)]
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Can we do something useful of CV-entanglement?

photonic
 channel

quantum network

entanglement generation
+

quantum memory

quantum node Distribution of 
entanglement 
over a network

Kimble et al., Nature (2008)
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Entanglement generation

memory field

itinerant field

Entanglement



Retrieval

retrieved memory field

Entanglement Retrieval



Covariance matrix and entanglement

Entanglement Retrieval Logarithmic negativity

[Flurin et al., ArXiv (2014)]
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Measurement based feedback

logical gate

decoherence

measurementfeedback

Cavity state: CQED group at ENS (2011)
Qubit state: Berkeley (2011) & Delft (2012)
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What is needed for quantum feedback?

�Isolate the system

Improve measurement rate �M

Decrease actuation delay
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closing the feedback loop: FPGA board
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76% purity on average
92% purity right after feedback
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Fluorescence with past and future information
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vs 35% with analog version  
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Measurement based feedback
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Ongoing projects

Quantum Zeno Dynamics of a 
microwave mode

Unravelling a quantum jump by 
measuring fluorescence only

Quantum teleportation and 
remote state preparation

quantum channel

classical channel
FPGA
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